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this is a magazine from the dark ages of the late 80s. it's actually a comic book. i've never been one for comics but they seem pretty interesting.
it's weird. it is very weird. it's worth $12,000 in fine condition and $40,000 in mint condition. the issue also contains the first appearance of the

most widely recognizable villain in all of comics. the lizard is a mutated alien creature that disguises himself as a lizard. the lizard was written and
drawn by jack kirby, who also created the incredible hulk. in this issue, the lizard appears as an ally to spider-man, but his true identity is

revealed when he knocks out spidey with a hard blow. j.m. dematteis' run on amazing spider-man is also one of the most acclaimed and most
important. he revitalized the title after the second volume of the spider-man: origin series. his first issue debuted in january of 1986, which is the
same time that new kids on the block first hit the radio. dematteis wrote the story from an adult perspective, which peter parker is only 16 years

old at the time, yet he was written with a young adult sensibility. dematteis' "goblin king" storyline brought in the vulture, who debuted in this
issue. at first, the vulture is depicted as an ally to spider-man, but, of course, this does not last long. this subplot showcases more of spider-man's

friendly attitude toward other superheroes, and dematteis' dialogue is witty and humorous. this is a story for the whole family. the first issue of
the amazing spider-man #1 debuted at the end of october, 1963, and that first issue sold out in a month. that meant that the publisher, marvel,

had to reprint the comic, and that is where the rarity of that issue comes from. the color separation of the storyboards and the printing of the
second printing of this issue are all reasons it is so rare.
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